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1. What is neologism?
2. How often are neologisms used in your opinion?
3. How often do you use neologisms in your everyday
speech?
4. Is it easy for you to understand neologism?
5. What difficulties do you face while reading texts
containing neologisms?
6. Do you look upon a dictionary when you come
across with neologisms?
7. Do you agree or disagree with the following quote?

12 types of neologisms:

1. Words
2. Collocations
3. New coinages
4. Derived words
5. Abbreviations
6. Collocations
7. Eponyms
8. Phrasal words
9. Transferred words (new and old referents)
10. Acronyms (new and old referents)
11. Pseudo-neologisms 12. Internationalism

Ways of forming neologisms:

1. I  (digital technology) +Noun
i-biology, iPod, iPhone, iPodder, iCrime

2. blog+Noun/Noun +blog
blogsphere, blogland, blogger, blogging business
audioblogs, fotolog, videoblog

Activity 1
Answer the questions:

“Language reacts to all the changes that happen in our life, moreover, it reflects ways of living and 
thinking. More specifically, the lexicon or words can provide valuable clues to understanding culture."

Activity 2
What types of neologisms formation do you know? Read and check your guesses.
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3. Noun + free / friendly
office-free, spam-free, virus-free, child-free, sugar-free
market-friendly, family-friendly, customer-friendly, investor-friendly.
4. blending
advertorial, advermation, brandalism, brandwidth, familymoon, farmageddon, technostress
5. words describing different types of English language
Chinglish (Chinese + English), Hinglish (Hindi + English), Indish (Indian + English), Konglish

(Korean + English), Denglish (Deutsch + English), Frenglish (French + English), Swedlish (Swedish 
+ English), Japlish (Japanese + English), Russlish (Russian + English) , Spanglish (Spanish +
English)

6. prefix  + word (cyber, eco)
cyberbalkanization, cybercasing, cyberchondriac,  cyberdisinhibition, cyberflaneur, cybergrip-

ing, cyberpark, eco-driving, eco-efficiency,  ecolonomics, e-commerce, ecosexual, eco-tech
7. Numbers +Letters
2L8 – Too Late, B4N – Bye For Now, BBL8R – Be Back Later, L33T – Elite, NE1 – Anyone, W8 –

Wait, W8N – Waiting,  B2A - business-to-anyone, B2B - business-to-business, B2B2C - busi-
ness-to-business-to-consumer, B2C - business-to-consumer, B2E - business-to-employee, B2E - 
business-to-everyone, B2G - business-to-government, C2B2C - consumer-to-business-consum-
er, C2C - consumer-to-consumer, D2B - direct to buyer, D2C - direct to consumer, E2B - educa-
tion-to-business

8. Neologisms connected with some events in any sphere of human activity:
selfie, pancake people, 9/11 Generation, boomerang child, bridezilla

Activity 3
3.1 Match the neologisms with their explanations.

Neologisms

A. Google

Explanation

1) Someone who is new to an online community
or game.

B. Ego surfer 2) A vacation at home or in the immediate local
area.

C. 404 3) Used to refer to super couple Brad Pitt and
Angelina Jolie.

D. Brangelina 4) Someone who’s clueless. From the World Wide
Web error message ‘Not Found’.

E.Noob 5) A person who boosts his ego by searching for
his own name on Google and other search engines.

F. Staycation 6) To use an online search engine as the basis for
looking up information on the World Wide Web.

G.Bobu 7) A person who posts obnoxious comments to
an online community.

H.Troll 8) A  businessman who leads a bohemian lifestyle.
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staycation, noob, google, trolls, bobu

1. As I am just a ______ in copywriting, I’ll need some help.
2. Dear administrator, please black all the _______ in this group – they are just unbearable!
3. Some people opt for ________ as it is much cheaper than going somewhere. However, the
impressions may not be equal.
4. If there is something you don’t know, _______ it and you are likely to find the right informa-
tion.
5. He is such a _______ – he can’t live without fancy parties and constant media exposure.

3.3 Match acronyms and interpretations:

Acronym

A. URL (pronounced "earl")

Interpretation

1) local area network

B. GUI (pronounced "gooey") 2) graphics interchange format

C. DOS (pronounced "doss") 3) uniform resource locator

D. SCSI (pronounced "skuzzy") 4) graphical user interface

E. LAN (pronounced "lan") 5) small computer system interface

F. GIF (pronounced "jiff") 6) disc operating system

3.2 Use the neologisms and fill in the gaps:

1. acoustic ecology
2. alpha earner
3. Alice
4. assumicide
5. Britney
6. C2B2C
7. deshopper
8. rumorazzi
9. pottermania
10. uber-rich

3.4 Look at the neologisms and explain what they mean:
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Activity 4

Watch the video message and answer the questions.

1. Do you agree that people don’t need a lot of money to make up new words?
2. How many neologisms did Shakespeare give us? Do you know any other writer who contrib-
uted much into neologisms formation?
3. How often do you use neologisms in your native language?
4. How often do you hear new words made up from scratch in English and in Russian?
5. When do words end up in the dictionaries?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZH5UJGB_zE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nZH5UJGB_zE
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Match the neologisms and definitions.

Homework 
Task 1

Task 2

Read additional information about neologisms. What new or interesting have you learnt?

black helicopter a child born by parents of African and Mexican 
origin

junkaholic sending offensive SMS messages

black-and-white evidence the generation that is good at digital technology

Christmas creep information that distracts attention from 
the main problem

Potterhead a person who collects thrown away stuff and 
uses it

blaxican obvious proof

textual harassment advertising a product long before the holiday

Generation 9-11 a person who admires reading stories about 
H.Potter

Generation D people at the age 19-25 whose psychology changed 
and they started to support military politics

https://monsterliterature.com/neologism/



